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Mffi THEsls REVIEWER,S REPoRT

Technicallevel D -satisfactory.
ls the thesis technically sound? How well did the student employ expertise in the field oí his/her íield oí study? Does the
student explain clearly what he/she has done?
Thesis was not extraordinarily demanded for a technical level of work. But student clearly explained needed
results and created own understandable conclusions

l!. EVALUAT!oN oF lNDlvlDUAL CRITERlA

Assignment ordinarily challenging
How demanding was the assigned project?

Student SAREL choosed an up to date theme concerning last course of events in a Middle East. The topic of
thesis is to analyse current status of air transport in lsrael and influence of the Peace Agreement between lsrael
and United Arab Emirates to it.
Student worked in a realtime when the lron Swords Warwas unleashed by Hamas in October 2023.1realize
shaping this work in this context was very demanding for Mr. SAREL.

Fulfilment of assignment fulfilled with minor objections
How well does the thesis fulfil the assigned task? Have the primary goals been achieved? Which assigned tasks have been
incompletely covered, and which parts oí the thesis are overextended? Justiíy your answer.
Student clearly explain implications of the Peace Agreement between 2 coutries for the extension and growth
of air transport by which he fulfilled the main assigned task. He was also focused as a second task to make a

survey what are lsraelis preferences for their travelling abroad and what will be suggested by the foreign
airlines to make to attract lsraeli travellers.
Mr. SAREL showed long-term effort of lsraeli Air Administration in generally for high level of Safety and Security
and how its changed as an impact of current lron Swords War. These direction for Safety and Security
influenced the meaning and preferences of lsraelis for choose of airline for travel.

Methodology correct
Comment on the correctnes5 oí the approach ond/or the solution methods.

Student SAREL proceeded logically.
First he introduced historical and politicalgenesis of allcourse of events in a Middle East to create background
for his thesis. Based on that he introduced an actual data and numbers of the air traffic volume before Treaty
and after. These data was statistically presented. He mentioned also impact of SARS - Cov 2 pandemia.
For the second task he fulfilled a survey. l appreciate number (6a8) of respondents. Composition of

ents was very well counterbalanced. Outcome from this survey was adequately presented,
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Selection of sources, citation correctness D - satisfactory.
Does the thesis make adequate reference to eorlier work on the topic? Was the selection of sources adequate? ls the
student's original work clearly distinguished from earlier work in the field? Do the bibliographic citations meet the
standards?
There are sufficient numbers of sources. citations are oresented bv an averape wav,

Additional commentary and eva!uation (optional)
Comment on the overall quality of the thesis, its novelty and its impact on the field, its strengths and weaknesses, the utility
of the solution that is presented, the theoretical/formal level, the student's skillfulness, etc.

l appreciate effort and willingness of Mr. Sarel to finish his study in CTU. l know him from not only from classes
in CTU (Multi Crew Cooperation)where he showed activity but also from practicalflight training.
His endavour to finish his study and wish to be an airline pilot is really exemplary. This effort is complicated by
the current status and war situation in his countrv.

llI. oVERALL EVALUATIoN, QUEsTloNs FoR THE PRESENTAT!oN AND DEFENSE oF THE THEsls, SUGGESTED

GRADE

Summarize your opinion on the thesis and explain your finol grading. Pose questions that should be answered
during the presentation and defense of the student's work.

l consider this student's work in a good level. Goal of this levelwas reached.

Questions for defense:

t. Are there any chance for Peace Treaty conclusion with another country in Middle East region?
2. Are there any Extraordinary Operational Procedures for the pilots and flight of your airline and flight

dispatchers as an impact of current war events?

The grade that l award for the thesis is C - good.

Signature:

FormaI and language level, scope of thesis C - good.
Are formalisms and notations used properly? ls the thesis organized in a logical way? ls the thesis sufficiently extensive? ls
the thesis well-presented? ls the language clear and understandable? ls the English satisíactory?
Formal side is adequate. Language is adequate and proper. English in a good level. Work is organized by a logic
Way.
Scope of this thesis was limited by his extension to particular territory and bilateral relations. Despite of this
fact student proved positive impact of overall peace endeavour for a growth of air transport,
Actual situation in lsrael Mr. SAREL describe an actual situation in lsrael: He also presented his prediction to
future development in air transport between lsrael and UAE and other neighboring countries.
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